Bounces and Rhymes Digital Storytime
The Horse Says Hello

I Can Make My Baby Smile

tune: The Farmer in the Dell

tune: The Muffin Man
I can make my baby smile, my baby smile, my baby smile.

The horse says hello.

I can make my baby smile, when I tickle her/his toes.

The horse says hello.
Neigh, neigh, neigh, neigh.

Repeat with: tickle nose, tickle tummy, etc.

The horse says hello.

You can repeat with different
animals and sounds.

Bouncing, Bouncing, Baby on My Knee
Bouncing, bouncing, with baby on my knee.
(gently bounce with baby on knee)
Bouncing, bouncing, 1 - 2 - 3! (lift baby)

Old MacDonald

Repeat with: clapping, hugging, etc...

Old MacDonald had a farm.
E-I-E-I-O
And on his farm he had a cow.
E-I-E-I-O
With a moo-moo here.
And a moo-moo there.
Here a moo.
There a moo.

Ten Little Peas
Ten little peas.
(hold up ten fingers)
In a pea pod pressed.
(curl fingers into two fists)
One grew… Two grew… And so did all the rest...
(slowly uncurl fingers)

Everywhere a moo-moo.

They grew, and grew, and did not stop,

Old MacDonald had a farm.

(slowly raise arms in the air while wiggling fingers)

E-I-E-I-O

until one day the pod went pop!

And on his farm he had a...

(clap hands)

Repeat with different animals
and sounds.

The Grand Old Duke of York

Ladybug, Ladybug

The Grand Old Duke of York,

Ladybug, ladybug, fly out of the farm,

he had ten thousand men.

(flutter hand around)

(slowly bounce child in lap)

and land right on my baby’s arm.

He marched them up to the top of the hill,

(land on child’s arm)

(lift child up or reach arms up high)

Ladybug, ladybug, fly out of the tree,

and he marched them down again.

(flutter hand around)

(lower child or arms)

and land right on my baby’s knee.

And when they're up, they're up.

(land on child’s knee)

(lift child up or reach arms up high)

Ladybug, ladybug, fly out of your bed,

And when they're down, they're down.

(flutter hand around)

(lower child or arms)

and land right on my baby’s head.

And when they're only half way up,

(land on child’s head)

(hold arms or child at waist height)

Ladybug, ladybug, fly out of the rose,

they're neither up nor down.

(flutter hand around)

(reach/lift up and down again)

and land right on my baby’s nose.
(land on child’s nose)

My Little Red Wagon

The Wheels on the Bus

(bounce with child in lap)
The wheels on the bus go
Bumpin' up and down in my little red wagon.

'round and 'round,

Bumpin' up and down in my little red wagon.

'round and 'round,

Bumpin' up and down in my little red wagon.

'round and 'round.

Won't you be my darlin'.
Oh, no!

Something’s broken.

Let’s fix it with our…

The wheels on the bus go
'round and 'round,
all through the town.

…Screwdriver
…Hammer

…People on the bus go up and down.

…Saw

…The wipers on the bus go swish, swish, swish.
…The horn on the bus goes beep, beep, beep.
…The driver on the bus says "bye, bye, bye."

Peek-a-Boo
Peek-a-Boo games can be played with a scarf,
a lightweight towel, a baby blanket, or using your hands.

Peek-a-Boo, Where Are You
(begin rhyme with a cover over your child's eyes)
Peek-a-boo, where are you?
Hiding in your place.
Peek-a-boo! (remove cover as you say this line)

(put cover back over your child's eyes)
Peek-a-boo, I see you, and your smiling face.
Peek-a-boo! (remove cover as you say this line)

Where's My Baby
Tune: Skip to My Lou

Where's my baby? (cover little one)
Peek-a-boo! (remove covering)
Where's my baby? (cover little one)
Peek-a-boo! (remove covering)

One Bright Scarf

Where's my baby? (cover little one)
Peek-a-boo! (remove covering)
Peek-a-boo my baby! (cover little one)

One bright scarf waiting for the wind to blow.
(hold scarf in hand)
Wiggle it high. (wiggle scarf above head)
Wiggle it low. (wiggle scarf by knees)
Shake it fast. (wiggle scarf quickly)
Shake it slow. (wiggle scarf slowly)
Now, put it on your head? (cover head)
Where did you go?

Peek-a-boo!

(remove scarf from head)
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Peek-a-boo! (remove covering)

